Precision measurements comparing the fundamental properties of conjugate particles and antiparticles constitute stringent tests of CPT invariance. We review recent precision measurements of the BASE collaboration, which improved the uncertainty of the proton and antiproton magnetic moments and the comparison of the proton-to-antiproton charge-to-mass ratio. These measurements constitute the most stringent tests of CPT invariance with antiprotons. Further, we discuss the improved limit on the antiproton lifetime based on the storage of a cloud of antiprotons in the unique BASE reservoir trap. Based on these recent advances, we discuss ongoing technical developments which comprise a coupling trap for the sympathetic cooling of single (anti-)protons with laser-cooled beryllium ions, a transportable trap to relocate antiproton measurements into a high-precision laboratory, and a new experiment to measure the magnetic moment of helium-3 ions, which will improve absolute precision magnetometry.
Introduction
In the development of the Standard Model of particle physics, symmetries have played an important role [1] . In the early last century, the discrete symmetries of charge-(C), parity-(P), and time-reversal (T), and the combined CP-symmetry were believed to be individually conserved. However, experiments showed that, for example, the P-symmetry is violated in the nuclear beta decay [2] , and that the combined CP-symmetry is violated in the decay of neutral kaons [3] . These experimental observations were included into the Standard Model as the V-A theory of the weak interaction and a CP-violating phase in the quark-mixing matrix, respectively. At present, the interactions in the Standard Model are described by local Lorentz-invariant quantum-field theories. These are expected to be invariant under the combined CPT transformation [4] . Therefore, CPT invariance is regarded as one of the fundamental symmetries in the Standard Model and should hold exactly. As consequences of this symmetry, conjugate particle-antiparticle pairs are created and annihilated in pair processes and have identical fundamental properties except for signs. This theoretical understanding is in conflict to our astronomical observations, which indicate that our Universe consists almost exclusively of matter [5] . This indicates that our understanding of the fundamental interactions is incomplete, since the Standard Model can neither explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in our Universe, nor reproduce the observed matter excess based on the CP violation in the quark sector [6] . Searching for additional sources of symmetry violation or additional interactions may provide important hints to improve our understanding of the matter-antimatter asymmetry. So far, CPT invariance is holding up to all conducted experimental tests [7] . Therefore, it is essential to make more stringent CPT tests with increased experimental precision or to test CPT invariance in new systems.
Experimental tests of CPT invariance with antiprotons are conducted so far at the antiproton decelerator (AD) of CERN [8] , which is presently the world's only low-energy antiproton facility. Here, high-precision spectroscopy is conducted on antiprotons [9, 10, 11, 12] , antihydrogen [13, 14, 15, 16] , and antiprotonic helium [17] . Opportunities on measurements in other exotic systems are presently discussed, such as on the positively-charged antihydrogen ion H + [18, 19] or the antihydrogen molecular ion H − 2 [20, 21] . Of particular interest is also the search for a modified antimatter gravitation [19, 22, 23, 24] . The ongoing experimental efforts will benefit from the new deceleration stage ELENA [25] , which reduces the antiproton energy for the experiments by a factor ∼ 50 compared to the AD, down to 100 keV.
In the experiments of the BASE collaboration, we compare the fundamental properties of protons and antiprotons, such as their lifetimes τ p/p , charge-to-mass ratios (q/m) p/p , and magnetic moments µ p/p . The magnetic moment of the proton µ p was known with a relative precision of 10 parts per billion (ppb) from a measurement using a hydrogen maser in 1972 [26] , which provided the best measurement of this fundamental property for more than four decades. The antiproton magnetic moment µ p was until recently only known with a relative uncertainty on the 0.1 % level from the spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium atoms [27] . Experimental techniques for high-precision measurements of magnetic moments of single particles with ∼ 1 ppb precision were already developed in the 1970s and 1980s in the concourse of electron and positron measurements by the group of Dehmelt [28, 29, 30, 31] . These methods provided a promising basis to conduct also high-precision magnetic moment measurements of protons and antiprotons with comparable precision [32] . Extending the methods for protons and antiprotons required however to considerably advance several experimental techniques, since their magnetic moment is about a factor 660 smaller than those of the leptons. Essential steps to realize such measurements for protons and antiprotons were the development of the double-trap technique to suppress line-broadening effects from magnetic field gradients [33] , the development of a Penning-trap system to detect spin-transitions of a single proton at first with a statistical method [34] , and to reach the sensitivity of detecting single spin transitions with protons [35] and antiprotons [36] . These techniques were implemented in two experiments: the proton g-factor experiment at the University of Mainz (BASE-Mainz) [37] , and the BASE experiment at the antiproton decelerator of CERN [38] . These developments resulted in the first direct measurements of the proton and antiproton magnetic moments using a single-trap method with an intermediate level of precision of the order 10 −6 [10, 37, 39, 40] . The application of the double-trap technique with the sensitivity on detecting single spin-transitions resulted in the first parts-per-billion measurements of the proton and antiproton magnetic moments [12, 41] , and recently even in a 0.3 ppb measurement of the proton magnetic moment [42] . The proton measurements constitute the most precise measurement of a nuclear magnetic moment and decrease the uncertainty of the proton magnetic moment by a factor of 33 compared to the previous best measurement [26] , and the antiproton measurement improves the uncertainty by more than six orders of magnitude compared to exotic atom spectroscopy [27] , and a factor of 350 compared to the best singletrap measurement [40] , which was also performed by the BASE collaboration. By combining these measurements, a 10 6 -times more stringent test of CPT invariance in the baryon sector was realized and improved limits on CPT-odd antiproton coefficients in the non-minimal Standard Model Extension [43] and on CPT-odd dimension-five operators [44] , which would cause a splitting of the proton/antiproton magnetic moments were reported. The developed methods also facilitated improved comparisons of the proton and antiproton charge-to-mass ratio [9, 11] and improved limits on the antiproton lifetime from laboratory experiments [45] .
In the future, further improvements on testing CPT invariance in the baryon sector require improved experimental techniques for single protons and antiprotons. To this end, we are developing a sympathetic-cooling method for (anti)protons using a common-endcap electrode trap system [46, 47] , and the BASE collaboration also targets to implement a quantum-logic method to improve the spin state determination [48] . In addition, we target to lower the ambient magnetic field fluctuations by building a transportable antiproton container to relocate our precision measurements into the low-noise environment of a high-precision laboratory. Based on these recent developments, we are also building an experiment to measure the magnetic moment of 3 He 2+ with 1 ppb precision, which requires a 10-fold more-sensitive apparatus compared to (anti)proton magnetic moment measurements. This measurement will allow to establish hyperpolarized helium-3 as independent high-precision magnetometer.
The basic experimental techniques
Penning traps are presently the tool of choice for high-precision measurements of magnetic moments [12, 41, 42, 49, 50] and charge-to-mass ratios [11, 51, 52] of single particles. For these measurements, a superposition of a strong magnetic field B = B 0êz (B = 1.9 T) for radial confinement and a weak electric quadrupole field Φ = V 0 C 2 (z 2 − ρ/2 2 ) (V 0 ∼ 7 V) confines a single charged particle, where C 2 is a trap specific geometry factor, and V 0 the voltage applied to the ring electrode of the trap. The trapped particle has three eigenmotions, the axial mode is a harmonic oscillation along the magnetic field lines, and the modified cyclotron mode and magnetron mode comprise the motion in the radial plane [53] . In this configuration, we make high-precision measurements of the frequencies of single trapped particles. The magnetic moment of the proton and antiproton are measured by determining the frequency ratio of the Larmor (spin-precession) frequency ω L = (g/2) (q/m) B and the cyclotron frequency
where g p/p denotes the dimensionless magnetic moment of the proton/antiproton (g-factor), and µ N the nuclear magneton. The cyclotron frequency ν c is determined by measuring the three eigenfrequencies of the trapped particle using the relation ν 2
The Larmor frequency is determined by driving spin-transitions with an oscillating magnetic field and measuring the spin-transition probability as a function of the drive frequency.
To determine ν c , the motional frequencies of the trapped particle are measured nondestructively by using image-current detection methods [54, 55, 56] . To this end, the current resulting from the movement of the image charge induced in the trap electrodes is picked up by a superconducting coil which is attached to one of the trap electrodes. This forms a parallel tank circuit, which acts on its resonance frequency as a large resistor. Matching the axial frequency of the particle to the resonance frequency of the tank circuit converts the image-current signal into a detectable voltage drop, which is read-out using cryogenic low-noise amplifiers and a Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. The detection systems reach single particle sensitivity for (anti)protons in traps with d < 10 mm diameter, and provide measurements of the axial frequency ν z with ∼ 20 mHz resolution in ∼ 1 min averaging time [56] . To measure the cyclotron frequency, we use a sideband method [57] , where we couple the radial and axial modes and determine the cyclotron frequency from the axial and sideband frequencies [55] . Using this method, such measurements reach a precision of a few ppb in about 2 minutes averaging time [11, 58] .
An essential technique in magnetic measurements is to detect spin transitions for the spectroscopy of the Larmor resonance. For this purpose, we utilize the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect and make quantum non-demonlition measurements of the spin state of single trapped particles [28] . To this end, a strong magnetic bottle B z (z, ρ) = B 0 + B 2 (z 2 − ρ 2 /2) is superimposed to one of our traps, the analysis trap. The magnetic potential of the bottle couples the orbital and spin angular momentum to the axial mode, such that quantum transitions of the spin or in the radial modes change the axial frequency:
where B 2 the curvature of the magnetic field, and n + , n − , and m s = ±1/2, are the cyclotron, magnetron, and spin quantum numbers, respectively. Single quantum transitions, ∆n + =1, ∆n − =1, and ∆m s =1, cause frequency shifts of about 65 mHz, 20 µHz and 180 mHz, respectively. Therefore, the challenge for the magnetic moment measurement is to distinguish spin transitions and cyclotron transitions that are driven by residual electric field noise in the trap. In the cryogenic 3.6 mm diameter trap of the BASE apparatus at CERN, the electric field noise reaches levels corresponding to a few cyclotron transitions per hour for particles below 50 mK cyclotron energy [59] . This enables identifying single spin transitions with high fidelity [35, 36] . A second challenge is the line broadening imposed by the magnetic bottle. Whereas electron (g − 2) measurements can be performed in a single trap with a moderate B 2 of 150 T/m 2 [53] , the (anti)proton requires to go with the magnetic bottle strength close to the technical limit by using a ferromagnetic ring electrode, which results in B 2 ∼ 300000 T/m 2 . This causes a significant line broadening of the spin and cyclotron resonance in this trap and limits the uncertainties of magnetic moment measurements of a few times 10 −7 [40] . To reach a higher level of precision, it is essential to use the double-trap technique, where the spin-state identification takes place in the strongly inhomogeneous analysis trap, and the spectroscopy of the Larmor frequency is spatially separated into a second homogeneous trap, the precision trap, where the residual magnetic gradients and their line-broadening effects are at least a factor 10 5 smaller. Using this technique, the latest measurement of the proton magnetic moment reached down to 0.3 ppb in relative precision [42] .
Precision measurement of the proton magnetic moment
The Penning trap system of the BASE collaboration which was used to perform the 0.3 ppb proton magnetic moment measurement is shown in Fig. 1 [42] . A single proton, loaded in-trap with a cryogenic field emission point, is prepared for spin-transition spectroscopy by cooling of the cyclotron mode in the precision trap with a resonant cyclotron detector with an effective temperature of 3.2 K. We select a low-energy thermal state (E + /k B < 0.6 K) by detuning the image-current detector, and transporting the proton adiabatically to the analysis trap, where the cyclotron energy is determined by measuring the axial frequency shift, see Eq.
(2). The cooling cycle is repeated until the cyclotron energy is sufficiently low to observe single spin transitions. We identify the initial spin state of the cold proton by driving resonantly spin transition and measuring the resulting axial frequency shift [35] . Subsequently, the proton is transported back into the precision trap, where we measure the cyclotron frequency ν c with the sideband method described in [57] and drive a spin transition at the frequency ratio Γ = ν rf /ν c . Subsequently, we cool the cyclotron mode of the proton, since the sideband measurement couples the cyclotron Double Penning-trap system for the proton magnetic moment measurement. The electrode stack in combination with the magnetic field pointing along the symmetry axis of the electrode form the Penning traps for the proton magnetic moment measurement. The gold-plated OFE copper electrodes are shown in gold and the sapphire rings providing the insulation in blue. The spin-state analysis trap has a ferromagnetic ring electrode shown in green to form the strong magnetic bottle required to apply the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect. The analysis trap and the homogeneous precision trap for high-precision frequency measurements are spatially seperated by several transport electrodes by a distance of 54.25 mm to decrease the residual inhomogeneity due to the magnetic bottle in the precision trap. A self-shielding coil stabilizes the magnetic field in the precision trap. Both traps have an axial image-currect (ω z ) detector, and spin-flip coil in their vicinity to irradiate oscillating magnetic fields to drive spin flips. The precision trap has in addition a cyclotron ω + detector for resistive cooling of the cyclotron mode. mode to an axial image-current detector with an effective temperature of T + ∼ 350 K. Once the proton is cooled below the energy threshold for single spin-flip detection, we shuttle the proton back to the analysis trap and determine the final spin state. This enables determining whether the spin in the homogeneous magnetic field of the precision trap was flipped. This spin flip determination also initializes the next measurement cycle. For the latest measurement, about 1300 of these measurement cycles were performed and the proton g-factor was extracted from a maximum-likelihood analysis by matching the line-shape function [60] to the measured spin-flip probability P SF,PT (Γ), as shown in Fig. 2 .
The most significant uncertainty of this measurement is due to measurement statistics (268 ppt) resulting from the slow cycle time due to the inefficient cooling procedure for the cyclotron mode. The largest systematic limits resulted from the image-charge shift, i.e. the backinteraction of the image-charge in the trap electrodes with the proton itself [61, 62] , which causes a shift of the measured cyclotron frequency with about -98(3) ppt. An additional uncertainty of 80 ppt was added to account for potential shifts from the fitting procedure of the axial frequency. Including all systematic effects, the result of this proton magnetic moment measurement is µ p /µ N = 2.792 847 344 62 (83) ,
which has a relative uncertainty (1 s.d.) of ∼ 300 ppt. Further details on the experiment, the proton g-factor measurement and the data analysis are presented in reference [42] . [12, 42] . The lineshape function P SF,PT (Γ) of the spin-flip resonance in the precision trap as function of the tested frequency ratio Γ is shown for protons and antiprotons in red and blue, respectively. The solid line corresponds to the parameters with the maximum likehood, and the shaded area corresponds to the largest change when the lineshape parameters are changed within 1 standard deviation. The antiproton resonance uses an improved lineshape function compared to reference [12] . The measurement is referenced to the BASE proton magnetic moment measurement in 2014: g 0 /2 = 2.792847350(9) [41] .
Precision measurement of the antiproton magnetic moment
The antiproton g-factor measurement [12] was conducted in the BASE Penning-trap system at CERN [38] , which is shown in Fig. 3 . It consists of four Penning traps, two of them are the analysis trap and the precision trap for the double-trap measurement. In addition, there is an antiproton reservoir trap and a cooling trap (not shown in Fig. 3 ) to accelerate the cooling of the cyclotron mode [38] . The reservoir trap serves as a single antiproton source for the precision measurements [63] . A cloud of antiprotons initially prepared from a single antiproton decelerator pulse is stored in this trap and single antiprotons are extracted non-destructively by splitting the potential well with voltage ramps [64] . This technique was developed by the BASE collaboration, and was one of the key methods for the fast progress of the antiproton measurements. The BASE collaboration managed to run single particle measurements in the trap system continuously for 405 days without reloading -even during shutdown periods of the antiproton decelerator [45] .
The antiproton magnetic moment measurement faced additional challenges compared to the one of the proton due to the higher radiofrequency noise level in the AD. The noise increases the cyclotron transition rate in the analysis trap, so that the cyclotron energy limit to reach a The trap electrodes and the sapphire rings forming the Penning traps are shown in gold and blue, respectively. A cloud of antiprotons in trapped in the reservoir trap, which supplies the other traps with single antiprotons for the precision measurements. It is surrounded by the catching electrodes, which confine antiprotons after they passed through the degrader by the application of high voltage pulses after the initial injection from the AD. The cold "Larmor antiproton" is shown in the anaysis trap, which has a ferromagnetic ring electrode to identify the spin state, and the second "cyclotron antiproton" is shown in the center of the precision trap, where it is used for cyclotron frequency measurements. More details about the trap system are found in reference [38] . sufficient axial frequency stability for the single spin-state detection is lower, E + /k B < 0.2 K [59] . Further, the effective temperature of the cyclotron detector of 12.8 K for cyclotron cooling was also limited by radiofrequency noise. Both effects increased the cyclotron cooling time to about 12 hours per cooling cycle. To circumvent a significant decrease in the measurement statistics, the BASE collaboration invented a new two-particle measurement method, where the first particle is cooled to E + /k B < 50 mK and is exclusively used for the spin-transition spectroscopy, whereas the second particle is only used for the cyclotron frequency measurement in the precision trap [12] . This novel scheme has been the essential step to realize the antiproton magnetic moment measurement, since it prevents the cyclotron mode of the first particle from being heated during the measurement cycle. In this measurement, cyclotron energy changes of the first particle occur only due to the residual interaction with the detuned cyclotron detector while the particle is in the precision trap. This results in a random-walk of the cyclotron energy with a standard deviation of Ξ ∆E + /k B ∼ 22 √ N mK, where N is the number of measurement cycles. In this way, 75 measurement cycles were performed on average before cyclotron mode cooling became necessary. In total, 933 data points were recorded, which resulted in the blue resonance shown in Fig. 2 and extracted the antiproton g-factor with a statistical uncertainty of ∼ 1.1 ppb. The two-particle method boosts the measurement statistics by more than a factor of 5, but as a trade-off one has to consider systematic uncertainties due to the different orbits of the two particles in the precision trap. The most significant shifts scale with the residual linear and quadratic magnetic field gradients and impose in total a systematic shift of 0.44 ppb and a systematic uncertainty of ∼ 1.0 ppb. In total, considering all systematic effects in reference [12] and from using an improved lineshape model which has recently been developed (publication in progress), the resulting antiproton magnetic moment is:
which differs by less than 5% of the uncertainty from the result in reference [12] , and has a slightly increased relative uncertainty of 1.7 ppb for the 68% C.L., and 2.9 ppb for the 95% C.L.
Interpretation
The recent proton/antiproton magnetic moment measurements have improved the uncertainty of the proton magnetic moment by a factor of 33 compared to the hydrogen maser measurement [26] , and the antiproton magnetic moment by more than a factor 10 6 compared to the spectroscopy of antiprotonic helium spectroscopy [27] , and more than a factor 3000 compared to the best other competing Penning trap measurement [10] . By combining the two latest magnetic moment measurements, we obtain the following limit on the time-average difference of the proton and antiproton magnetic moments:
where the uncertainty in brackets is for 95 % C.L. Our result shows no significant deviation from the zero value predicted by CPT invariance and support CPT symmetry within the resolution of our measurements. Consequently, we can set limits on all CPT-odd interactions which produce a time-average difference of the Larmor frequency or the magnetic moments, such as the nonminimal Standard Model Extension (SME) [43] and a certain CPT-odd dimension-five operator [44] . We obtain the following constraints (95 % C.L.) on the combination of six non-minimal SME coefficients from the uncertainty of δg of our two latest measurements:
b ZZ F,p < 3.3 × 10 −9 GeV −1 ,
The last three combinations of coefficients represent the most stringent constraints for these antiproton coefficients [7] . In addition, we set the following limit (95 % C.L.) on a possible magnetic moment splitting for protons and antiprotons f 0 p caused by a certain dimension-five operator described in reference [44] :
Despite the factor 3000 improvement in the sensitivity of testing CPT invariance in the baryon sector, there is still no hint how the matter-antimatter asymmetry was created, neither in the measurements of the BASE collaboration nor in the results of many other high-precision tests of the fundamental interactions [65] . Currently, the BASE collaboration is targeting to increase the measurement precision by a factor 10 to 100 in the next years. The ongoing technical developments to reach this improved sensitivity are described in the sections 8 and 9. These technical advances will allow revisiting tests of the CPT invariance in the baryon sector with one or two orders improved sensitivity.
High-precision comparisons of the proton-to-antiproton charge-to-mass ratio
A second particle property which can be measured with high precision in Penning traps is the charge-to-mass ratio. To this end, one measures the cyclotron-frequency ratio of two particles in the same magnetic field, which results in a direct comparison of their charge-to-mass ratios. In our case, we measure the antiproton-to-proton cyclotron frequency ratio:
Consequently, this measurement provides a second stringent CPT invariance test in the baryon sector. Such measurements were already performed by the TRAP collaboration [66] , with the latest result reported in 1999 having 90 ppt relative uncertainty [9] . One key technique is to use the negative hydrogen ion as proxy for the proton, since the conversion factor R = ν c,p /ν c,H − is known with 0.2 ppt uncertainty [11, 58] and since this greatly reduces systematic uncertainties related to inverting the trap voltage.
The BASE Penning trap system has also been utilized to conduct such a high-precision comparison of the charge-to-mass ratios of protons and antiprotons [11] . Compared to these earlier measurements, the cyclotron frequency was measured at lower cyclotron energy in thermal equilibrium with the axial detection system resulting in an effective temperature of about 350 K. Further, the BASE collaboration first realized in this measurement a scheme using the fast adiabatic transport to exchange the particles in the measurement trap. This method enabled measuring the cyclotron-frequency ratio with a cycle time of 4 minutes, about a factor 60 faster than in earlier measurements. The cycle time was limited by the necessity to average the magnetic field fluctuations over one deceleration cycle of the antiproton decelerator. This fast and entirely non-destructive measurement scheme is meanwhile also used for other precision charge-to-mass ratio measurements [51] .
In 2014, the BASE collaboration recorded about 6500 cyclotron frequency ratios with this measurement scheme in 35 days, which resulted in a statistical uncertainty of 62 ppt. The major systematic uncertainty resulted from the interplay of the residual magnetic field gradient in the measurement trap with a tiny change of ∼ 30 nm of the equilibrium position of the trap caused by a trap voltage adjustment for the negative hydrogen ion. This resulted in a correction of 119 (20) ppt. The final result of the charge-to-mass ratio comparison was:
which is also consistent with CPT invariance.
The charge-to-mass ratio comparison is sensitive to gravitational anomalies of antiprotons, since any difference in the gravitational binding energy would result in a different gravitational redshift of the proton and antiproton cyclotron frequencies [67] . The cyclotron-frequency ratio including the gravitational redshift by the gravitational potentials U and α g U for protons and antiprotons, respectively, is given as:
Here, α g is the parameter characterizing the modified gravitational acceleration of antiprotons, m p the proton mass, and m p the antiproton mass. Limits derived from such comparisons are however ambiguous, since they are simultaneously a test of CPT invariance and gravitational anomalies. Consequently, an intrinsic charge-to-mass ratio difference from breaking the CPT invariance cannot be disentangled from an anomalous gravitation. Assuming CPT invariance to be valid and using for U the gravitational potential of the local galactic supercluster, which is an approach consistent with earlier literature [67] , but which has been controversially discussed [68] , limits on the gravitational anomaly parameter for antiprotons were extracted from this measurement: (α g − 1) < 8.7 · 10 −7 [11] .
Improved antiproton lifetime limits
Another fundamental property of antiprotons is their lifetime τ p , which is required by CPT invariance to be identical to the proton lifetime τ p . Searching for proton decays is of high interest in the scope of finding a baryon-number violating process, therefore searches based on huge samples with more than 1000 tons of water were made looking for a disappearance signal. These experiment found τ p > 10 29 y [69], and even higher constraints have been obtained for specific decay channels [70] . On the contrary, due to the difficulty in producing and storing antiprotons, τ p > 0.3 y was until recently the best limit for an antiproton disappearance signal [71] .
The trap system of the BASE collaboration enables to search for a disappearance signal by storing clouds of antiprotons in the reservoir trap, and counting the amount of confined particles over time by making use of the lineshape of the image-current signal [45] . Based on experiments from July 2014 until December 2016, the BASE collaboration has not observed any antiproton loss due to annilihation with residual gas. This enabled our collaboration to set a limit of τ p > 10.2 yrs (68 % C.L.) on the total lifetime of antiprotons, which represents the best laboratory measurement so far [45] . Other laboratory constraints were set by the APEX collaboration, which was operating at the Fermilab antiproton storage ring. APEX searched for antiproton decays in the storage ring producing negative leptons as decay product, and obtained limits for 13 decay channels in the range of 200 yrs to 7 · 10 5 yrs [72] . In contrast, the measurement of our collaboration constrains all possible decay channels, including also decays into negative kaons [73, 74] and other "dark decay channels", which were invisible to the APEX detector. However, astrophysical bounds on the antiproton lifetime suggest that τ p 10 6 yrs [75] , so that improved experimental techniques are required to exceed these bounds in laboratory experiments. The existing methods may further improve the present experimental limit by a factor 100 by increasing the number of antiprotons in the reservoir trap. Further increases require new approaches for efficient non-destructive counting of a large cloud of trapped particles. In case annihilation events are observed at a higher lifetime and vacuum sensitivity, we also require an independent vacuum measurement, which could be based on the recombination rate of highly-charged ions to constrain the annihilation rate with residual gas [45] .
Coupling trap
One of the major limitations in proton/antiproton g-factor measurements is the impact of the cyclotron cooling time on the measurement statistics. Recooling protons and antiprotons below the energy threshold for single spin-flip detection requires on average 2 hours and 12 hours, respectively, in the latest measurements. The resistive cooling technique is limited by the detector temperature to a few Kelvin, whereas laser cooling of trapped ions has already reached the motional ground state of cyclotron mode in a Penning trap [76] . Atomic ions without suitable laser-cooling transition can be sympathetically cooled by co-trapped ions, however we require also the cooling of a single antiproton, which cannot be performed with co-trapped ions.
To reduce the cooling limits for single protons and antiprotons, the BASE collaboration follows an early idea by Heinzen and Wineland [77] and developed a "common-endcap" twotrap system, where trapped particles in separate potential wells interact through image currents induced onto a shared trap electrode. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 4 . By matching the axial frequencies of the trapped particles, the image-current interaction leads to a periodic exchange of the energy for both particles in the shared axial mode. The coupling trap system consists of two orthogonal compensated Penning traps [78] where the electrodes in between the two ring electrodes transmit the image-current signal to couple protons to laser-cooled beryllium ions [47] . The trap system is optimized to have a low capacitance on the common endcap electrode (5 pF) and a short particle-electrode distance (4 mm) to obtain a short energy exchange time. We expect to reach an exchange time of 55 s by coupling a cloud of 100 beryllium ions to a single proton [47] . If this goal can be reached, (anti)protons will be deterministically cooled to a cyclotron energy of a few 10 mK with a significantly reduced cooling time. The lower temperature also ensures that the spin-flip detection fidelity is close to 100 %, and that frequency measurements can be performed at lower temperatures and lower amplitudedependent frequency shifts. Consequently, the sympathetic cooling in the common-endcap trap system will be one of the essential improvements to improve the precision of proton/antiproton magnetic moment measurements.
proton beryllium ions common endcap Figure 4 . Image-current interaction in a common-endcap two-trap system. The proton (red) and a cloud of beryllium ions (green) interact by image-currents though a commonendcap electrode (blue). The blue lines visualize the Coulomb interaction with the image currents in the common-endcap electrode.
A Transportable Trap for Antiprotons
Another important limitation in the antiproton measurements is the magnetic field and radiofrequency noise imposed by the operations in the antiproton decelerator facility. The operation of the antiproton decelerator causes about 1 µT peak-to-peak fluctuations in the BASE experimental area, which would, if not suppressed, cause relative shifts of the cyclotron frequency of order 5×10 −7 . Presently, the BASE collaboration makes use of the magnetic shielding provided by self-shielding superconducting solenoids [58] , which were recently improved [79] to suppress cyclotron-frequency ratio fluctuations to below 2 ppb. However, on the long-term, we target to perform antiproton precision measurements in a low-noise environment, such that we can reach an even higher magnetic field stability. To this end, we target to develop a transportable trap for antiprotons, which can be loaded at the antiproton decelerator/ELENA facility, and can be transported to a high-precision laboratory to conduct single-antiproton measurements with a transportable antiproton reservoir.
Compared to earlier attempts [82, 83, 84] and presently active projects [85] , we target to develop a transportable trap for single particle experiments, which requiring only a low amount of antiprotons. The transportable trap will form a single antiproton source for single-particle precision measurements based on the reservoir trap technique [64] . We have demonstrated the long-term storage of antiprotons up to more than a year [45] , which is sufficient to conduct precision measurements in an offline laboratory.
The possibility to make antiproton charge-to-mass ratio and magnetic moment measurements in a high-precision laboratory will lead to further improvements in precision beyond limits imposed by the noisy environment at the production site. Further, the possibility to increase the number of antiproton precision experiments enables new kinds of experiments based on simultaneous antiproton cyclotron frequency measurements. This will allow testing Lorentzinvariance within the framework of the Standard Model Extension [43] , and enable searches for topological dark-matter with a network of antimatter clocks [80] , such as presently performed with magnetometers [81] and atomic clocks [65] . Another possibility is to search for changes in the gravitational redshift of the antiproton cyclotron frequency by an active modification of the gravitational potential by measuring at the cyclotron-frequency ratio of antiprotons and negative hydrogen ions at different altitudes. However, this requires a further advance in measurement precision by a factor of ∼ 70 to reach the sensitivity to probe antiproton gravity at a height difference of 300 m.
Magnetic Moment Measurements of He-3 ions
Based upon the developments for the proton and the antiproton magnetic moment measurements we started the construction of a new experiment, which aims at the first direct high-precision measurement of the nuclear magnetic moment of 3 He 2+ and a high-precision measurement of the ground-state hyper-fine splitting in a magnetic field of 3 He + . To this end sympathetic lasercooling, a novel analysis-trap as well as a novel schema for the detection of the spin-state will be applied for the first time.
The measurement of the nuclear magnetic moment of 3 He 2+ will establish hyperpolarized 3 He as an independent magnetometer, which compared to H 2 O probes has smaller systematic uncertainties concerning sample shape, impurities, environmental dependencies and exhibits no line-shape distortion with a poorly defined center [86, 87, 88, 89] . Furthermore, the diamagnetic shielding correction of 3 He is the one which is most precisely known for all atoms [90] . Making use of optical pumping and long relaxation times in low-pressure 3 He gas cells, relative precisions of 10 −12 within seconds were already achieved [91] . However, limited by theoretical diamagnetic shielding corrections to 12 ppb, the 3 He probes do not provide an absolute calibration independent of H 2 O, because the magnetic moment of 3 He was only determined by measuring the 3 He NMR frequency relative to the NMR frequency of H 2 O [92] . Thus, so far, any measurement of a given magnetic field using 3 He and H 2 O cannot be considered as independent and uncorrelated but rather represents a revaluation of existing NMR frequency-ratio measurements used to determine the 3 He 2+ magnetic moment. In addition, deviations in NMR frequency comparisons compared to accepted values are reported [93] , which can be explained by inconsistencies in proton shielding corrections or a shift of the nuclear magnetic moment of 3 He at the 100 ppb level. The planed measurement will thus eventually overcome the limitation of a calibration correlated to H 2 O NMR probes, resolve deviations in reported nuclear magnetic measurements data and allow for a ppb test of theoretical diamagnetic shielding corrections.
The measurement of the ground-state hyper-fine splitting in a magnetic field of 3 He + will provide high-precision determinations of the bound electronic and nuclear magnetic moments in a light hydrogen like atom. In addition, it will give access to the zero-field ground-state hyperfine splitting, which strongly depends on nuclear structure effects, e.g. nuclear polarizability and the Zeemach radius. Currently, the most precise measurement results from spectroscopy in a radio-frequency quadrupole ion trap [94] . The measurement was limited to relative precision of 1 ppb by the second-order Doppler effect in a room temperature apparatus. We aim to improve the precision by making use of single ion spectroscopy in a cryogenic Penning-trap system.
Conclusion
We have presented the recent improvements of the BASE collaboration in comparing the fundamental properties of protons and antiprotons. The measurements presented here support the CPT invariance as fundamental symmetry of the Standard Model up to the present measurement resolution. New methods are presently being developed to make further improvements in the sensitivity of testing CPT invariance, and to conduct a measurement of the He-3 magnetic moment.
